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correction tools are necessary
when capturing in-game audio
since a simple audio recording
device generally captures the
entire game audio. It is often
impossible to separate which
ambient sounds were played
while capturing the audio
because most ambient sounds
overlap a bit on the actual
audio waveform. This is a
huge problem and often leads
to audio that sounds like it's
just random bits thrown in
together at random places. If a



person is not very familiar
with the game and was
recorded using a simple
recording device, it would not
look very impressive, but if
there is a mod, this issue can
be solved. Audacity is good for
most people that want to edit
in-game audio recordings,
whether it be audio level
adjustments, compression,
removing background noise,
or adding effects in the form
of fx.I’m ready for 12 Hours of
Night. I’m a huge fan of



Stephen King, and more
recently Neil Gaiman, but the
amount of imagination and
careful observations on the
human condition that they
have written is mind-boggling.
To be able to read their work
and think about real world
problems – and real world
problems such as society
being established through
everyday struggles, the lack of
fighting, the lack of families –
has been amazing to see how
big their scope is. In 12 Hours



of Night, King and Gaiman
have done something similar –
only it’s a much smaller scope,
too. A group of people were
trapped in a house together –
and then the apocalypse
happens. It’s a simple idea
with a lot of stuff that goes
into making it great. It has
backstories for the characters,
as well as motivations, and it’s
funny. I finished the book after
f988f36e3a
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